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This paper seeks to understand how zoning, urban design, and use value control the dynamics 
of a city and the public space, from the way they are shaped, to the way they are built, and 
finally to the way they are used. In this research the first step is to recognize that the strategies 
of zoning in a city are a way of governing and guiding the development of the space, followed 
by the urban design—which is a more tangible way of interpreting the different rules because it 
is the actual form zoning takes—to then see how they generate an impact on people and how 
they use the public space in the urban cores, in this case in downtown San Francisco.

The research explores the three main topics of zoning, urban design, and use value in different 
ways. The paper is conducted through a literature review to understand the current state of 
these topics and previous ideas of them, followed by an application of the theoretical research 
and field analysis of the downtown area—its plan of development, how the different public 
spaces work according to the zoning laws, and how the built environment relates to them—to 
ultimately analyze the actual use of the space and determine whether the intended and 
planned use of a space reflects the way it is actually used. In the end, this paper argues that 
the value of a space is determined by the use of it, so it is necessary to make planning 
decisions in relation to the context of where a space is going to be placed and who the true 




Zoning tools are a way to strengthen the integrated management of territory and urban 
systems in order to achieve an efficient occupation of land and promote an appropriate 
location of urban centers and their economic activities in the social, economic, and 
environmental spheres. Urban design refers to a way of building the environment, the city, and 
the public space for optimal impact; it can be seen as a tangible reflection of the zoning and 
design tools that are in effect.

Zoning norms and urban design tactics refer to more than land use. Population density and the 
height of buildings within each zone must be maintained as an integral part of the zoning 
concept. Zoning and urban design must consider the public space as a key factor in 
addressing issues of security, environment, health, and culture.

Zoning, land use, and urban design are key instruments to support the process of building in 
compliance with the policies that govern the way of planning territory in order to promote a 
better quality of life; they shape the city and the way people interact with the built environment. 
It is therefore essential for good planning to understand how zoning has a direct relationship 
with building a better and livable urban scape, how different decisions transform the way in 
which people relate to public space, and how this urban context must respond to the dynamics 
of people within the space.

Urban planning, zoning strategies, and land use should aim for equity, as well as place-making 
in the form of creating public spaces, according to people's needs. This is where urbanism and 
urban projects can generate an improvement. In order to consolidate public spaces according 
to planning strategies and relate them to the context in which they are found, they have to be 
planned for people in that context. This research studies how planning tools such as zoning 
and urban design respond in the context of downtown districts and public space. It’s important 
to understand how downtowns present different dynamics depending on how planning tools 
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have been used and muse this to improve the development of public space and the way it is 
subsequently used by people.

This capstone studies the downtown of the city of San Francisco in order to understand how it 
is situated in relation to planning and urban strategies. This case is helpful to show how 
downtown and public spaces can be planned as different dynamic areas that respond to 
certain zoning laws and urban design tactics in order to have enough livable public spaces for 
the different demographics that appear in the city.

The case of San Francisco reveals how these dynamics relate to their codes, people, and 
economic and political systems, as well as how the impact of, for example, industries like tech 
influence the configuration of the city and its shape. In this case, San Francisco had the 
development of public spaces respond to policies, as well as to understand to what extent that 
planning has a logic according to people and public space rather than private interest.

Planning decisions of zoning, land use, and urban design can generate an impact in creating 
active and livable downtowns in order to consolidate them as urban cores, but the planning 
decisions and strategies have to be made mainly for the common good of the people and not 
be used for private interests.

Core Question 





The methods are based on data collection and analysis of public data, field study and 
observation of downtown for empirical evaluation of the areas, and a literature review with a 
deep analysis of how zoning, urban design, and use value are capable of shaping the places to 
help go understand the city and places in its different scales.

The Literature Review section is divided into zoning, urban design, and use value based on 
the theories proposed by different authors. It gives a better understanding on how the planning 
strategies shape the city and the way people live in it. It becomes important to see how zoning, 
urban design, and use value are connected and that the way a city is planned has an impact on 
how it is built and lived in. 

The purpose of analyzing different pieces around the topics is to capture ideas and reasoning 
to establish the basis on which the subsequent study of the data collection and the field 
analysis of the different places will be supported. It is important to define under which edges 
the analysis should be guided and the literature review is the most appropriate way to do it.

The Data Collection section analyzes public data aggregated by the Planning Department, 
specially the Downtown Plan, as well as the demographic information provided by the Planning 
Department, to understand the intended planning decisions of the area and how the actual 
demographics relate to the downtown area, the public space, and its use value. 

On the other hand the data collection, especially the information gathered from the Downtown 
Plan seeks to understand how the proposed plans for the downtown area intersect and 
interfere with the analysis found in the literature review section, and thus understand how the 
ideas proposed by the authorities are positioned in the way the space is intended to be used. 
The Field Analysis provides a vision of the actual use of public space beyond the proposed 
plans. The field analysis is divided into observations of the actual use of public spaces in 
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different periods of the day along different public spaces. This is conducted through the 
relation of the zoning laws, the designs of the space and actual use of them, in order to have 
projections of the use of the space to then use map information to have a better understanding 
of them. 

The field analysis is based on making spatial studies on three public spaces in the downtown 
area: Union Square, Yerba Buena Gardens, and Civic Center and UN Plaza and how they 
respond to different situations that are related to their use, scale and demographics, the 
method used for the spatial studies was a field analysis of visiting the the three public spaces 
mentioned and different days and times of the week, in order to have a better understanding 
on how people interact with the space and how the space relates to the actual downtown plan 
and the theoretical part of the Capstone. 
The intention of using these three methods is first, with the literature review, to have a 
theoretical background to analyze the different situations of zoning, urban design, and use 
value in the actual plan of development of downtown San Francisco from the data collection 
and contrast it with the actual use of the public space, provided by the field analysis, in order 
to have a more broad sense of how the city and public spaces are built and used.

Literature Review 
The purpose of the literature review is to examine different approaches from different authors 
under the three main concepts of zoning, urban design, and use value in terms of shaping the 
city and the public space in order to understand how zoning strategies lead into building the 
urban-scape to provide a better public space determined by user needs.

Zoning 
Zoning tools are an effective way of establishing order parameters in cities, but there needs to 
be a user-level vision of the city in order to make it responsive to the needs of its inhabitants. 
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This can be seen in Planning as If People Matter: Governing for Social Equity , where Marc 1
Brenman and Thomas Sanchez call for a reframing in terms of advocacy and equity planning, 
proposing that resources and opportunities have to be distributed equitably across all 
populations and that planners have to principally advocate for historically marginalized 
populations, which are relevant to understand how places are planned and zoned in order to 
have a propitious public space according to the population of the area.

Brenman and Sanchez seek to understand how to aim for social equity from the scope of 
planning, emphasizing that themes such as social justice, diversity, and equity should be 
incorporated into every planning theory, community development, economic planning, and 
planning techniques. They address different aspects of the planning process, highlighting the 
importance of public policies in building better urban spaces, and how planning strategies 
have failed to produce equitable cities and public spaces for the every resident. This connects 
with the idea of Le Droit À La Ville  by Henri Lefebvre: Everyone in a city has the right to it. By 2
having equitable cities, planners aim to reach the goal of rights for every marginalized 
community. 

The authors describe the need for planners to directly address equity issues, sharing evidence 
of the inequalities in our society and showing how inequity and planning are closely related. 
They end up arguing that the real goal is to serve the public interest, but ignore the 
politicization of planning in terms of who defines what is “public” and who benefits from 
serving that interest. They do note that there’s an uncertainty on who truly receives the benefit, 
the private interests or the public realm.

 Brenman, Marc, and Thomas W. Sanchez. Planning as If People Matter: Governing for Social Equity. Washington: 1
Island Press, 2012.
 Lefebvre, Henri. Le Droit À La Ville. Paris: Ed. Anthropos, 1973.2
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Under the same concept of zoning according to people’s needs, The Option of Urbanism  by 3
Christopher Leinenberg shows the approach of cities on becoming and building communities 
that are more environmentally, socially, and financially sustainable, especially the city cores and 
their relationship with public spaces. Leinenberg gives a logical and positive view of what 
"walkable urbanism" is, but without criticizing drivable sub-urbanism which has dominated the 
American landscape for the past fifty years. 

By providing a historical context of the evolution of cities and urban planning, the author 
argues the need to return to walkable urbanism by illustrating that it is a multi-beneficial 
solution. For example, walkable urbanism can help mitigate climate change and eliminate 
dependence on foreign oils, as well as benefit an individual’s personal health and enhance their 
sense of belonging within a community. He appeals that cities finally are for people; according 
to his ideas,

In walkable urban places, when more development and activities are added to 
the stew, more people are attracted to the street, thereby providing safety 
numbers. (…) In walkable urban places, more is better. (…) Everyone benefits 
just by being within walking distance of the project, and the project is easier to 
rent by being close to the action. 
4
Therefore the advantages of developments that are dense and mixed enough to make walking 
and transit worth it offer a convincing argument for changing the built environment to achieve 
more lasting values, both economic and cultural, in walkable urban placements. In order to 
build more sustainable communities, planners need to advocate for changes that will make 
walking a viable way of moving in the city; it is for the common good.





Leinberger exposes the role of the real estate industry in the evolving nature of the American 
city, from the suburban shape of cities toward a slower-paced and neighborhood-centric 
lifestyle; his ideal is a city based in walkable urbanism and not suburban sprawl. Leinberger 
explains how government policies and standardized real estate investors have supported the 
growth of drivable suburbia over the past decades, but also demonstrates that governments 
respond according to people’s necessities by building “walkable environments”; these are win-
win situations, according to the author,

Having a rich mix of different uses - retail, educational, civic, hotel, office, and 
housing - is essential as well, as the term ”urbanism” implies. The streets and 
sidewalks must also be safe and convenient and allow easy connections among 
these uses. 
5
Leinberger argues that mixed-use zoning will make the built environment more walkable, with 
places where streets and sidewalks are of greater importance, just as Jane Jacobs argues in 
The Death and Life of Great American Cities  that the use of the space, streets, and mixed-use 6
spaces is necessary for the city’s vitality. Both authors argue that more variety of use gives 
space to more variety of people during the whole day, not only in a certain period of time, 
leading the overall use to become more substantial.

The idea of planning for private vs. public interest is also seen in City for Sale: The 
Transformation of San Francisco  by Chester Hartman, who presents the San Francisco's 7
economic and political development since the mid-1950s through a detailed explanation of 
how the city has been transformed by the expansion, in all directions, of what used to be its 
downtown in what he calls the “Manhattanization of San Francisco.” Throughout the whole 
 Leinberger, Christopher B. The Option of Urbanism: Investing in a New American Dream. Washington, DC: Island 5
Press, 2008, p.117
 Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York: Vintage Books, 1992.6
 Hartman, Chester W., and Sarah Carnochan. City for Sale: The Transformation of San Francisco. Berkeley, CA: 7
University of California Press, 2002.
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analysis, the author argues that private investors in San Francisco got the enough cooperation 
of local and federal government for doing massive redevelopments in what would later be the 
transformation of a San Francisco neighborhood into a hyper-gentrified and culturally 
contrasted place. 
While pondering the idea that the city's business have virtually controlled urban redevelopment 
for the last 30 years, Hartman raises a key question: Can San Francisco's character survive the 
real estate densification changes that have altered the city's skyline, neighborhoods, and 
economy? According to the author, real estate interests have changed the demographics and 
the built environment, driving out some artists, people of color, working folks, and non-profit 
employees to other areas of the city.

Hartman states that the city followed the business interests and shared their vision of a 
cleaned up and developed South of Market (SoMa) with a mix of office towers, market rate 
housing, hotels, tourist attractions, a convention center, and a sports arena; he details the 
remaking of that SoMa area as an extension of downtown and the Financial District. 
Unrestrained high-rise development will have an impact on the environment of and individual 
comfort within public spaces by, for example, inhibiting the reach of natural light and creating 
wind tunnels. The need to think about scale when aiming to create comfortable public spaces 
is also explored in 101 Things I Learned in Urban Design School .
8
The Yerba Buena Center project has become the centerpiece of the SoMa redevelopment and 
the core of the analysis; it has become an informative guide on the growth of San Francisco 
and its developmental movement into the present, highlighting the impact of these 
developments on the increase of cost of living and how  people who were once residents can 
no longer afford to remain in their communities. For example, as high-rise towers and buildings 
changed the urban space of the area, opportunities for blue collar workers of the lowest pay 
scale could not keep pace with the growing cost of housing and started to disappear.

 Frederick, Matthew. 101 Things I Learned in Urban Design School. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2018.8
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Hartman concludes that “San Francisco’s development history in the post-World War II period 
has been overwhelmingly dominated by business interests, by those in the position to reap the 
largest profits from this development.”  He ends up arguing that mostly private and public 9
sector actors operate in their own personal and class interests, driving the shape of the city 
and the zoning laws into a neoliberal economic and political system.

Finally, zoning tools are a way to face and guide the process of development of cities, as long 
as the objective is set to generate positive changes in people's lives and not purely to solve the 
needs of private corporates who want to invest in a place.

Urban Design 
Urban design is the subsequent stage after establishing zoning norms in the way a city is 
shaped, and is capable of, in a more tangible way, generating positive change in people, as it is 
argued in Happy City: Transforming Our Lives Through Urban Design  by Charles Montgomery, 10
who reveals the strategies of what it takes to build a city that promotes a better urban life and 
public spaces. He reveals that it is not simply a planning, architecture, urban design, or 
engineering issue, but how these forces interact to shape an urban environment that facilitates 
social interaction and the development of communities.

Montgomery states that the way a place is designed can increase urban happiness and 
emphasizes that, in the end, the city itself should enable the users, to build, improve and 
strengthen the relation among them. Because these kinds of connections represent the city’s 
greatest achievement and opportunity, it becomes urbanism for the public interest, for people.

Montgomery asks one of the most interesting questions in understanding planning, zoning, and 
land-use — Who is the city for? Is it for public or private? Is it really for people? — emphasizing 
 Hartman, Chester W., and Sarah Carnochan. City for Sale: The Transformation of San Francisco. Berkeley, CA: 9
University of California Press, 2002. p.392
 Montgomery, Charles. Happy City: Transforming Our Lives Through Urban Design. New York City, NY: Farrar, 10
Straus and Giroux, 2013.
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that, in the end, zoning and urban design should work around the different contexts of human 
life, so city planning can create an impact on them.

Cities as a whole work in different ways and with different correlations. There is an actual 
connection between social science and public health in the fact that the quality of our everyday 
social life affects not only our well-being, but also our physical health. He states that with 
better urban design of cities it is possible to achieve a better social life, one example of  how 
urbanism can work in a more broad aspect. For Montgomery, it is important to reclaim and 
create urban places that are livable and remarkable. 

If we want to increase quality of life, we not only need hospitable streets, but also true 
pedestrian spaces where community members can gather for necessary activities, such as 
shops and neighborhood services, and where, while so engaged, they meet other neighbors 
and make the place livable in the dynamics of its own context and how it relates to who goes 
to that place, places where children play while parents chat, and informal business deals take 
place over coffee; it’s about the multiplicity of act within a space.

For Montgomery, it is urgent for city hall and planners to understand that the priority must be to 
protect people and improve the sociable character of the public realm, because in the end the 
public space is the real common wealth. The public space has to be in service of the people 
and not the private interest.

Well-designed public space can provide cities and urban cores a sense of being more than 
engines of wealth, and Montgomery emphasizes that urban scapes must be viewed as 
systems that should be shaped to improve human well-being.

Happy City gives important thoughts about how to improve quality of life in cities, ideas to 
visionary individuals leading the way, and a set of tools and strategies for achieving this goal. 
This book highlights all the situations and things to do and avoid, helping readers understand 
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the need to make cities healthy and livable. It is finally revolutionizing the way we think about 
urban life.

101 Things I Learned in Urban Design School  and 101 Things I Learned in Architecture 11
School  by Matthew Frederick give easy and reflective guidelines to design architecture and 12
public realm, exploring how urban design affects the user experience among space. There are 
practical ideas in architecture and urbanism, on how urban space works and how people relate 
to it, that are necessary to understand how perception and relation work within a certain space. 
Frederick exposes a catalogue of ideas about urban space, and how the different street types, 
pedestrian experience, and design process of a place affects the psychological and social life 
of people. 

The idea that planning, design, and architectural decisions should seek the common good 
becomes important in the conversation, because they are forces that can shape the city in a 
tangible way. It’s helpful to understand that the design of the built world is composed of more 
than buildings; it’s also public space, how the building is situated according to the public realm 
and not vice versa. According to the author,

Urban buildings, however, are often designed under the opposite assumptions: 
building shapes can be secondary to the shape of public space, to the extent 
that some urban buildings are almost literally “deformed” so the plazas, 
courtyards, and swears that abut them may be given positive shape. 
13
With these ideas, the author sets the nature of the design process and relates it to the purpose 
of building codes and how important they are in creating an active urban space, as they also 
shape the buildings and the urban scapes. Understanding practical design principles and 
relating them with codes and cultural heritage is useful to learn about the cities we dwell in, 
 Frederick, Matthew. 101 Things I Learned in Urban Design School. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2018.11
 Frederick, Matthew. 101 Things I Learned in Architecture School. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007.12
 Ibid, p.713
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because it gives a more theoretical framework for practical solutions in urban design and helps 
you understanding how the spaces are shaped according to different factors and principles. 
These principles are also in relation to architectural design in a major context, like the urban 
sphere, according to the author, 

When designing an urban infill building, place the front of it at the prevailing 
building line of the street unless there is compelling reason to do otherwise. 
Indeed, it can be tempting, as it was for many modern architects, to distinguish 
an urban building by pulling it back from the street, but urban life is predicated 
on proximity, walkability, and immediacy. Setting buildings back from the 
sidewalk makes them less accessible to passerby, reduces the economic 
viability of the first floor businesses, and weakens the spatial definition of the 
street. 
14
Therefore it is understood that the process of design and planning is based on certain 
construction codes and frequently focused on mostly shapes, leaving the outdoor areas as an 
accidental leftover. If the buildings are intended to interact with the street and the public space, 
more positive outcomes can be created. Frederick emphasizes that the design process of a 
building must be carried around public spaces in order to avoid interstitial external spaces that 
don’t contribute to the healthy development of the city.

The “101 Things I Learned” books are key in understanding how the built environment shapes 
the experience for pedestrians and how cities and urban spaces can be created for them, just 
by following the ideas he proposes, these ideas give a sense of the space before building an 
urban reality. With the strategies proposed in basic concepts it becomes an easier and useful 
way of understanding the dynamics of cities on how urbanism and architecture work, how with 
different design gestures it is possible to change the collective urban life and individual 
people’s lives.

 Frederick, Matthew. 101 Things I Learned in Architecture School. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007. p.9114
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A different way of understanding how design can have an impact on the use of space, The Just 
City  by Susan Fainstein provides a deep review of a set of issues that trouble planners and 15
are often framed as “battles”, such as plan vs. market, equity vs. efficiency, and participation 
vs. power. Fainstein’s way of working through justice and relating it to three components, 
democracy, diversity, and equity are very helpful to clear this out. 
The just city incorporates three concepts—equity, democracy, and diversity—as important 
considerations. With the examination of three cities—New York, London, and Amsterdam—
she’s able to provide a history of post–World War II planning and then focus on fairly recent 
cases of development in each. Her arguments are important if growing inequality in urban 
areas is to be reversed.

The author states that there are two possible responses to the injustices in a city. The first is to 
recognize the impossibility of achieving any kind of justice within the dominant system of 
global capitalism. The second that is one that Fainstein supports, is that a lot can be achieved 
and accomplished through incremental and steady change. Therefore it becomes a discussion 
of different kind of policies that are conducive to social justice in cities. 

Fainstein’s vision of the city and built environment is a place where market forces still have an 
influence in the planning decisions but no longer dominate every decision about city planning 
because there’s an implicit influence of people’s decisions on the way of reclaiming space. This 
is similar to the ideas of Chester Hartman in City for Sale: The Transformation of San 
Francisco  on the redevelopment of the city and how a big part of it was driven by the market 16
force and influence on the political sphere. 

 Fainstein, Susan S. The Just City. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2010.15
 Hartman, Chester W., and Sarah Carnochan. City for Sale: The Transformation of San Francisco. Berkeley, CA: 16
University of California Press, 2002.
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Certainly, Fainstein’s ideas end up being a valuable and stimulating contribution  to planning 
theory and to the evaluation of urban policies as guidelines for planning a just city, where there 
has to be a transition into a more social planning. She outlines the need to develop urban 
theory of justice and emphasizes that it should be a must to use it to evaluate existing and 
potential public institutions and programs. 

There are several judgments about particular policy-making or planning actions but there must 
be a focus on a certain point to attack; therefore the actions taken, according to Feinstein, 

Would be based on whether their gestation was in accord with democratic 
norms (although not necessarily guided by the structures of deliberative or deep 
democracy), whether their distributional outcomes enhanced the capabilities of 
the relatively disadvantaged, and whether groups defined relationally achieved 
recognition from each other. 
17
For the author the philosophies of justice might lay out a general rule for choosing between 
better policy alternatives, where we should opt for the alternative that best improves the lot of 
the relatively disadvantaged communities or at a minimum doesn’t harm them; it’s about 
confronting structural political and economic systems.

For Fainstein, planning has to be seen as a central practice of the modern state to control the 
population and the built environment in a just way in a particular place. Because planning 
responds to a place, it becomes a complex factor that might be added to any discussion and 
struggle for social justice, having focus on a particular question of understanding the best 
possible scale for planning and policy making. She finds that there is nothing about regional 
bodies that automatically makes them vehicles for greater equity than what is possible in the 
individual cities that might make up a fragmented region. Fainstein concludes,

While metropolitan governing institutions potentially can redistribute income, 
disperse affordable housing, encompass a diverse public, and offer the 
 Fainstein, Susan S. The Just City. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2010. p.5517
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possibility of popular control of a level of government with greater capacity than 
small municipalities, the likelihood that they will produce these results is slim.  
18
Because the size of the scale matters in the way different public policies are implemented, as 
well as in the impact they have on the people who live in or visit the places, a large-scale policy 
cannot be established if there is a particular character in a sector;  zoning strategies can create 
cohesion between these different parts of the city.

Zoning should be oriented toward what Brenman and Sanchez in Planning as If People Matter: 
Governing for Social Equity  recommend, where every planning decision has to be made 19
aiming for the common good and thought of as a tool for improving the city. The point here is 
that it is in the structured and intense struggles over planning and development that processes 
and outcomes are shaped, regardless of whether the intent of the developers and planners is 
good or bad.

The discussion of theories of justice and their relevance to planning are clear, the constant 
reminders that planners need to have justice as the main point of the analysis and plans; 
Fainstein states an urban theory of justice where the components of “democracy”, “equity” 
and ‘’diversity’’ are the fundamental concerns in every urban development, always aiming for 
equity.

Urban design has to be seen as the way of building the public realm in the most just way for 
people. Because the amount of factors that are interrelated in the conception of a place can be 
overwhelming, there must be a common understanding of the way people are related to the 
space that is going to be built and how the intended use of the space has to be the closer to 
the people’s true needs.

 Fainstein, Susan S. The Just City. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2010. p.8518
 Brenman, Marc, and Thomas W. Sanchez. Planning as If People Matter: Governing for Social Equity. Washington: 19
Island Press, 2012. p.8
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Use Value  20
Every public space is intended to work in a way, and the way it is planned responds to certain 
factors around the context within it is established. But it is only after the stage of building and 
shaping a city and its public spaces that the actual use of space and real value of it can be 
seen.

This is why The Death and Life of Great American Cities  by Jane Jacobs is the perfect 21
reference to understand why cities work, why they don't work, what makes a neighborhood, 
what destroys neighborhoods, and how almost everything city planners and governments think 
matters, doesn’t, because it has to be about planning for using the space to its full capacity.

Jacobs offers her perspective when explaining the concept of American cities and what's 
killing them. The author notes that the urban problems of a place involve an “organized 
complexity,” meaning that there are multiple variables interacting, including diversity, mixed 
uses, isolation, wealth ,and government. All of these variables can also be applied to some 
extent into other aspects of a  person’s life outside of  the way they relate to a certain urban 
space.

Instead of relying on abstract aesthetic principles connected to a board, Jacobs starts her 
analysis  of the first principles and observational data at street level, building an actual vision of 
how cities work and what makes them great: vitality, activity, opportunity, and diversity. 

She uses simple examples from her own experience on how cities are designed, how the 
streets, sidewalks, parks, buildings, monuments, districts, and so on build an environment in 
which people live, and how planning should aim to solve the different urban struggles. The 
author states,

 Lefebvre, Henri. Le Droit À La Ville. Paris: Ed. Anthropos, 1973.20
Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York: Vintage Books, 1992.21
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Consider, for a moment, the kind goals at which city planning must begin to aim, 
if the object is to plan for city vitality. (…) Planning for vitality must stimulate and 
catalyze the greatest possible range and quantity of diversity among uses and 
among people throughout each district of a big city; this is the underlying 
foundation of city economic strength, social vitality and magnetism. 
22
There’s no doubt that planning practice has to strive for the common good and city vitality, but 
since the issues of economics and agent-based modeling of urban planning remain while the 
market and the private interests are taken over the social sciences, planning is just a useless 
block to development, a system that should probably be replaced by taxation of social costs.

For Jacobs the concept of a city is much more than buildings and streets. Cities have to be 
addressed on their own terms with their own distinctly placed relationships and problems 
instead of trying to make them fit into city or town prototypes. If they aren’t, the city is 
designed by nature for failure.

Based on this, Jacobs identifies four key elements or factors for a successful city area or 
district: mixed primary uses, short blocks, varied building ages, and population density. And 
since cities are an interaction of factors for Jacobs, it’s about the relation of elements. She 
states, for example, 

Genuine differences in the city architectural scene express, as Raskin says so 
excellently, … the interweaving of human patterns. They are full of people doing 
different things, with different reasons and different ends in view, and the 
architecture reflects and expresses this difference- which is one of content 
rather than form alone. Being human, human beings are what interest us the 
most. In architecture as in literature and the drama, it is the richness of human 
variation that gives vitality and color to the human setting (…) Considering the 
hazard of monotony (…) the most serious fault in our zoning laws lies in the fact 
that they permit and entire area to be devoted to a single use. 
23
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Certainly there are dangers of too much development money and too little diversity while 
building a city or neighborhood. For Jacobs, as for Brenman and Sanchez, it relates to public 
space, the use of the space and streets, and diversity in these spaces. Because the streets 
need to be used, there are more people on the street at different times of day, making the 
streets safer and more enjoyable and subsequently promoting a better sense of place. The 
concept Jacobs calls having “eyes on the street,” is the same as what Montgomery argues in 
Happy City,  that having public spaces for different uses creates a diversity of the space and 24
therefore a better use of the space and safer places.

For Jacobs it’s more than about how to make streets safer or what defines a neighborhood, 
and what how it serves the larger scale of the city. When she states the question why some 
areas or neighborhoods remain impoverished or underdeveloped while others continuously 
regenerate themselves, she provides an essential and clear framework for assessing the vitality 
of all cities for how the people live in it.

About the importance of people using space, Downtown America: A History of the Place and 
the People Who Made It  by Alison Isenberg mostly in the constant change of commercial 25
districts and neighborhoods from the late nineteenth century to the present day. Isenberg 
defines that, are the users and authorities of neighborhoods or districts, in this case, Main 
Street, those that refine the framework of the shape of it. While there are different uses by 
different users, the cooperation, ideas, and differences among them, it’s a good way to define 
certain parameters, even in the way it looks, the purpose and the cultural meaning of it.  
Because many participants are related with trying to improve the urban scape, businesses, 
public spaces, and municipalities, the meaning of improvement often differs between each 
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participant. So rather than providing a simplistic account, Isenberg's analysis of Main Street 
goes deep into practical solutions on addressing the urban space for everyone.

Downtown's development was not only dictated by inevitable free market forces or natural life-
and-death cycles. Instead, it was the product of the relationship between different human 
actors, including retailers, developers, government leaders, architects, and planners, as well as 
political activists, consumers, civic clubs, real estate appraisers, and even postcard artists. 
These driving forces shaped the perception and the way downtowns were planned. According 
to Isenberg,

In the early decades of the twentieth century, creating a new, beautified vision of 
the American downtown through postcards and civic plans became an 
obsession of Main Street businesses, city leaders, and investors(…) the creation 
of the cards enacted the very same Main Street enhancement schemes that 
urban designers and city leaders had started to dream about, and they 
documented Americans’ ideals of how beautified central business districts 
should appear in a new commercial order. 
26
Therefore, in order to satisfy everyone needs, the new American Main Street took shape as the 
groups or people that claimed responsibility for commercial aesthetics—mainly the planners 
and designers, business people, and city officials—negotiated their differences and working 
relationships in order to have an aesthetically enough Main Street.

The Main Street has a resonant symbolism for cities, while still contributing to pervasive 
uncertainty, fears of decline, and other dangers. But even though there are uncertainties, it is 
the main place where minorities hold space and work for the common good. During her study, 
Isenberg shows the struggle through the narrative and framing of the traditional Main Street in 
the United States from one of decay to a more dynamic story in which women, African-
Americans, and other minorities were continually reinventing the urban space.
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It is finally how these groups were aiming for the actual use of space, in a practical way rather 
than thinking of it as an investment area. It’s what Montgomery argues in Happy City: 
Transforming Our Lives Through Urban Design , that downtowns are places that have to be 27
useful, active, and diverse in order to enjoy them. This also relates to Jane Jacobs’s idea in The 
Death and Life of Great American Cities  of the need for mixed-land use to have more diverse 28
built environments.

Sidewalk  by Mitchell Duneier shows the socio-cultural conditions of the consistent users of 29
the most democratic public spaces, the sidewalk and the street, those users who are often 
seen as threatening or useless, use the space and work everyday on the sidewalks of 
Greenwich Village, some of the most diverse neighborhoods in New York. 
Duneier examines and records  the attempts to understand the deviance, order, and humanity 
underlying life on the sidewalk to provide great insight into the lives of homeless people in 
America and the effect they have on being part of the urban scape. 

As the author examines the New York case, he gives examples of places and their urban 
phenomena, in where it is shown the cases of people who understand the sidewalk as their 
place, being the sidewalks of Greenwich Village, where they panhandle, sell goods and pick 
books and magazines; the case study explores the lives and invisible structures that emerge 
under the observation of street life in a particular neighborhood and the impact to the area.

This analysis shows how complex is today's urban life, there are components of vitality, the 
constant conflicts about class and race, and how surprising are the opportunities for empathy 
between strangers. There are a lot of negative assumptions made about the types of people 
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portrayed in the book, mainly homeless, and Duneier does great work delving into the lives of 
the different characters and how they use the space. According to the author, various 
phenomena are presented in terms of the demographic changes of public spaces, and so it is 
seen in the examples given by Duneier:

The sidewalks could assimilate the presence of “strangers” because even most 
of those so called were alike in terms of race, class, and social standards. 
Today, the people sharing public space in Greenwich Village are separated by 
much greater economic inequalities and cultural differences. 
30
The authors analyze how social and economic systems and their failings have contributed to 
creating this street life and what part it plays in wider society in this specific geographical 
location. It also talks about a systematic social problem in which people are continuously 
segregated and that the way authorities plan the urban scape is not according to the use of 
people, nor the value of the use of those who permanently create the use of space.

Duneier’s ideas are great at promoting a better and more complex understanding of the New 
York homeless. These learnings can also relate to situations in other cities,  like San Francisco, 
for example. The way they live on the street is in some way the value they give to the use of 
public space.

Le Droit À La Ville  by Henri Lefebvre asks and addresses fundamental questions pertaining to 31
the city and its constituents. Lefebvre affirms that everyone has a  right over the city, which 
means, a right to live them and enjoy its urban life. 

Lefevbre defines the right to the city as a right of no exclusion of urban society from the 
qualities and benefits of urban life. Lefebvre exposes the socio-economic segregation and its 
phenomenon of estrangement. And as an effect of that exclusion he refers to it as the tragedy 
of the banlieusards, people forced into residential suburbs far from the city center. With this 
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background, he states that the right to the city should be a common claim of the urban space 
by marginalized groups living in the outskirts of the city. 
In order to act against the economic and political system, the right to the city refers to the 
power for the working class, when this power is for people of color, immigrants, youth, and for 
all others communities that are committed to a truly democratic society. It’s a concept of a 
society where all city inhabitants have the power to shape the decisions and the conditions 
that affect their lives. It is fighting for concrete improvements that result in stronger 
communities and a better state of being in them.

For Lefebvre, the market-centric city is the focus, including the new methods of production and 
new forms of segregation in the 1960’s. In this kind of system there is an absence of 
participation in shaping the city for those who have been excluded from every economic 
development, for those who have been systematically displaced through gentrification, or for 
those who are affected by the exclusionary immigration policies.

The right to the city goes beyond the individual and personal access to urban resources; it 
becomes the right to “change ourselves by changing the city.”  It is more a right through the 32
power of a community to reshape the processes of urbanization and redevelopment. It is the 
chance to remake cities according to their residents and by them.

Lefebvre refers to this as the need to save the individual as the main element and protagonist 
of the city that a person had built for a unique purpose, and then to transform the urban space 
into a meeting point for building communities.

The main issue is that the city is not an equal or democratic place to everyone. The differences 
remain mostly in that, there is people who can afford to live in the city and stay within an urban 
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structure, close to markets, offices, and cultural places, and there are those who cannot afford 
it, who are pushed back to the suburbs, with very limited resources and poor urban planning. 
From a different approach, Understanding Ordinary Landscapes  by Paul Erling Groth explores 33
urban subjects. With them, there are several challenging issues of power, class, race, ethnicity, 
subculture, and cultural opposition that interrelate, creating a built environment and an ordinary 
urban landscape. The author argues that the term landscape denotes the interaction between 
the factors of people and place, and claims that the city’s urban scape and urban situation 
represents the cultural landscape. According to Groth,

Landscape denotes the interaction of people and place: a social group and its 
spaces, particularly the space to which the group belongs and from which its 
members derive some part of their shared identity and meaning. 
34
Because “space is a medium through which social life is produced and reproduced” , 35
everything made and built by humans is a way of establishing identity and articulating social 
relations among people.

It is interesting that the scope of understanding the concept of having a cultural landscape 
goes further than just visual and spatial information, even though this is a central part of it. It 
also includes an interpretation of the spatial data and the perception of space, the author 
states:

Much of the immediacy, interest, and emotional appeal of landscape study (…) 
rests on the immediacy of cultural environments: the landscape is directly 
accesible and makes abstract processes more concrete and knowable. 
36
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This is completely understandable because the landscape as a built space is tangible and goes 
beyond the studies and mainly abstract information of the space. It means nothing if there’s not 
a living situation on the space. Groth shows that there is much more than a set of buildings; 
there is a cultural context in which people, spaces, and buildings are placed.

Therefore the public space and the urban landscape end up carrying a burden of homestead, 
location, and open space in the city, as well as a position in a social hierarchy as the 
democratic place of a city. But when every actor is different in position and background and 
everyone has a cultural burden to carry, the public space is where social relationships are 
intertwined with spatial perception and cultural heritage, where topics on several urban 
subjects and cultural identities, class, and subculture intersect; it’s a kind of social and 
community construction of space.

Everyday America: Cultural Landscape Studies After J.B. Jackson  by Paul Erling Groth and 37
Chris Wilson provides an analysis on John B. Jackson theories and landscape studies. His 
arguments are a statement of the meaning, value, and potential of the close study of human 
environments as they embody, reflect, and reveal the culture of the place. The whole study 
along cultural landscapes, becomes refined into understanding the complex connections of 
social and ecological spaces that end up defining the different human groups and their 
activities. It shows how everything depends on its own context, and that the intended use of a 
space usually is not the actual use of it. As the author states,

First, no landscape is ever read or used in exactly the manner intended by its 
creator. There is always the possibility of resistance in and through the 
landscape. In Thoroughbred Park, for example, there is nothing to stop a local 
grassroots movement focused on this now-public park from raising money in 
order to erect a statue or plaque to Isaac Murphy. The simple act of contributing 
to the visible form of the park would help subvert the elite-politics-as-usual 
tenor of the site, and a memorial to Murphy would stand in the future as a 
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reminder of both the objection to one version of the park's original narrative and 
the important contribution of historical figures like Murphy to central Kentucky's 
economy and regional identity. 
38
At the same time, and as the intended use is different from the real value of the use of space, 
they present studies of twentieth-century landscape and the evolution of it from the American 
downtown of the beginning of the century to the suburban corporate towns and campus as 
more related to the sociological and actual use of space than the proposed one. For Jackson 
there’s a complex relation between space and the user of it, since the built environment and 
the perception of it depends on people, he declares that,

People's interaction with spaces includes creating a built environment, 
experiencing it, and imagining it. Experiencing a space consists of using it on an 
everyday or occasional basis and includes how an individual feels in that space, 
in response to both  its  physical and social environments. Imagining a space 
consists of thinking about  a space, for example as safe or dangerous, as an 
ethnically marked space, or as a space identified with a particular activity or 
social group. Experiences and imaginations are particular to an individual, but 
shared experiences and shared ideas about the nature of  a space  come 
together to create collective cultural experiences and imaginations. These 
shared experiences and understandings of a landscape are the cultural aspect 
of cultural landscapes. 
39
In the end, cultural landscapes are complex sets of environments that support the different 
users, their lives, and all different kind of social groups. There’s a clear example where he 
suggests that San Francisco’s old landscapes may be examined as gendered built 
environments, where offices and department store areas work in a different way and are 
intended for different kind of people, linking the built environment with political life. According 
to the author,
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In contrast to the rational, quantitative descriptions of the business district, 
descriptions of San Francisco's shopping landscape emphasized people, 
atmosphere, and emotion, as the following quotation from a 1903 guidebook put 
out by the California Promotion Committee illustrates: “Hosts of fair ladies trip 
its stony pavements, looking with absorbed attention at window displays of silks 
and laces, coats and curtains, or casting glances at the latest walking exponent 
of fads and fashions. 
40
It’s interesting to understand how the cultural landscape study intersects with the conceptual 
developments in social geographic theory, where different people need different kind of 
spaces, and the planning of every area is different from the other, as every district has its own 
particular use.

The author’s analysis explains how spaces work in a more sociological way, when the human 
built environment depends on more factors than just that of planning and design. It is the 
actual use of space that reflects and reveals the culture of the users and transforms the space 
into a cultural urban landscape, reflecting the interconnection of people within a social urban 
scape.

The use value of space is how the user interacts with the built environment. This is not 
necessarily following the intended purpose of a public space related to the context, because 
the actual use of spaces is more related to the morphology of it and the sociological way of 
using it. Its real value is given by the relevance of the public space to the city and, primarily, to 
the population.
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General Findings 
The general findings related to the three topics in which the research is based—zoning, urban 
design, and use value— are useful to understand how these factors relate in shaping the built 
environment. While zoning states the directions and guides planners should follow, urban 
design refers to strategies to build a space and make it work in a purposeful way. The value 
that a public space has for the different users of it, can be defined as the use value, which 
relates to how people use the space within the built environment being in relation to not to the 
purposed use by the plan.

Findings in Zoning 
Zoning has always been a central part of urban and suburban life. Why has it 
lasted so long? Essentially, it is because zoning is the greatest means for 
protection of property values ever invented. Homeowners love it, and 
neighborhood groups rely on it. And that is why, despite the howls of 
economists and housing advocates, it is not going away. 
41
It is necessary to establish that zoning codes are crucial, because they offer guides to follow 
when shaping cities. Getting zoning right requires a nuanced understanding of many 
interacting forces, as well as constant revision and adjustment. Codes are the most effective 
instruments of reforming and transforming a place or city, because they can assure a minimum 
level of urban and architectural competence, even if they restrict other possibilities in the 
process. Zoning becomes the dialect of urbanism and planning. We code to protect the 
character of specific places from the universalizing trends of modern real estate development.

Codes can help places be durable, and also mutable, to a certain extent. This is crucial for 
long-term urbanism. Without clear codes, old urban areas are more possible of having 
disinvestment, since the market usually seeks areas with more stable environments for 
investing. Although zoning codes can help, in some way, to aim for and develop better spaces 
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for people, we must finally acknowledge that planning and public policies go far beyond 
zoning.

Who do our zoning laws serve? The public realm or private interests? Zoning is a strong tool 
that is usually used beyond its capacities, therefore the effects are not always the expected 
ones, even more so when the intended purpose of zoning is not in the actual use of space. 
Zoning is not building, but it guides building and shaping the city and has a complex 
relationship with market forces. 
Findings in Urban Design 
There are certain design strategies and models that can be followed to create and maintain 
better public spaces, such as thinking about the public space as a primary space and not as a 
subsequent leftover of a building or interstitial space. The idea is to build the environment 
according to the needs of the people.

It is not just about designing a space; it is also about responding to an existing context in 
which the space is inserted. Usually, the points of analysis within a context will not differ, but 
there are certain characteristics that may be unique to an individual situation. However, any 
point of study can be met with different responses. Planning and urban design might have to 
respond to several conditions in order to have public spaces that reflect user needs.

Because there are different needs on every urban site, they must respond to movement and 
activity in the space. Every public space must be understood as a venue of movement — even 
if the goal of the project is to create a place of repose. Not all the people using a place seek it 
as a destination, only a fraction of it, most of the people will only pass through it, in direction to 
somewhere else. A flow and circulation scheme for a site must relate to existing patterns of 
movement, as well as give the users new connections that relate directly with the flow of 
people, and that maximize the opportunities for encounters in the area. All the circulation within 
different buildings must be solved in relation to a larger scale in the urban system. 
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It is important to identify which activities are going to be present in the public space in relation 
to the intended purpose of it. On a secondary level, it is necessary to think about how the 
proposed use of the space may be different than the real activities that happen within a space. 
By identifying these uses, planning will be able to better accommodate the fine train of real life 
in the project and prompt activation that will help ensure its success

Findings in Use Value 
The value of public space takes its position on how high quality public spaces can create 
economic, social, and environmental value for the users of them. It is the value around the 
perception of space and the value it takes for communities and individuals.

Spaces work in a more sociological way. Because there is a human built environment that 
depends on factors other than planning and design, the actual use of space is the one that 
reflects and reveals the real value for the users and the way they transform the space into a 
cultural urban space; it reflects the connection of people among a social space.

People cooperates towards a spatially defined space among a public space, an it  becomes 
something natural related to the different demographic groups, since also depends on the 
actual use of space, everyone of them uses the space in a different way. Urban design and 
zoning can partially tend to create vague places that undermine the possibilities of having 
community, but is seen that the intended use of space is not always the actual use of it.

It is necessary to change the way of zoning and therefore design, in order be more honest 
about the winners and losers it creates. In many ways, zoning has helped protect privileges, 
segregate communities, divide opportunities, and tilt the field. There must be a way to solve 
the lack of conception of urban space around the real use people can give to the public space, 
because they are the actual users of it.
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Case Study: San Francisco  
For the sake of this capstone it is necessary to land the findings on an specific spatial situation 
to see how they work together on shaping a city, neighborhood or place; Therefore, San 
Francisco is a good case study because of the diversity of public spaces, how the city has 
evolved through history in terms of planning, in addition to its demography that has changed 
and how spaces have been transformed according to the requirements and standards of land 
use and planning, and the use that people give to them, as well as the way public spaces has 
been forged among this urban fabric.

In this section, there will be a brief walk through the history of planning in San Francisco to 
establish how the city has been transformed and how it has taken the path and form it has 
today— without understanding the past is difficult to understand the present. This will give way 
to an analysis of the current downtown plan for San Francisco in terms of the use of public 
space, analyzing the objectives and policies applied in to zoning, urban design and use value. 
The three public spaces of greatest preponderance in the downtown area delimited by the 
project—Union Square, Yerba Buena Gardens, and Civic Center—are going to be analyzed. 
Each of these places responds to different dynamics in terms of planning, design, and 
subsequent use of the space. The analysis examines how the spaces function according to 
these variables and how the use is finally subordinated to factors other than the construction of 
the space.

A brief history of Planning in San Francisco 
In order to understand a place in terms of planning and zoning, it is necessary to examine its 
history and how decisions have been made. This helps illustrate  how different places got their 
shape. After the 1906 earthquake and fire, San Francisco urgently needed new planning 
guidelines to follow, so in 1912 the city approved an amendment allowing the Board of 
Supervisors the option to create a planning commission to advise on urban issues. The 
proposed commission’s power was restricted to “devise plans for the improvement and 
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beautification of San Francisco.”  The amendment’s low margin of victory was seen as low 42
political will, so the commission was not immediately formed. 
43
In 1913, San Francisco’s business and real estate interests played a major role in approving the 
California State City Planning Enabling Act two years later in May 21, 1915, empowering the 
cities on having each of them planning commissions. The commissions had the power to 
divide “the city into zones or districts for the purposes of conserving and protecting the public 
health, comfort, and convenience.”  Even so, it was not until December 28, 1917 that city 44
planning advocates were able to finally set a city planning commission. The commission’s main 
task was to define a land-use division and property setback lines with the draft of a zoning 
regulation and drawing up an zoning map. 
45
After setting the commission in 1917, it was until 1920 that the first zoning ordinance was 
drafted, that then passed in September 1921 as the city’s first zoning code. This code defined 
six divisions: 1st and 2nd Residential, Light and Heavy Industrial, one uniform Commercial, and 
a blanket Unrestricted District. It contained no height limits in most of the city’s neighborhoods 
designated as 2nd Residential, with the exception of a limited residential density in the 1st 
Residential District. “The most noxious land uses were limited to the industrial zones along the 
waterfront. The Commercial zone included both the downtown and neighborhood areas and 
did not impose use size limits.”  That zoning code defined the San Francisco’s development 46
plan until 1960 with a the new ordinance. 

During the late 1940s and early 1950s there were disputes on how San Francisco would 
accommodate its growing post-war population. The war years showed the City’s housing 






supply and demand was under a growing mismatch, this made the planning department to 
push the city to implement the suburban style development that was used broadly across the 
country and implement it at the outskirts of the city.  This led to the urban renewal process in 47
the Fillmore neighborhood and wasn’t a big success for the San Francisco redevelopment 
authorities because it had a negative impact on the community at that time.

The 1960s brought a zoning code that contained more nuanced zoning tools than the 1921 
code. With a reaffirmation of planners’ liberal modernist visions of development, the code set 
no limits on developing Downtown, and also defining the suburban-style with lot of rules for the 
residential areas, while letting high rise apartment towers in others, creating an overgrowth of 
the skyline in the downtown area. 
48
The late 1970s and early 1980s were significant for historic preservation in San Francisco. 
During this period, the San Francisco Architectural Heritage’s survey of downtown architecture, 
Splendid Survivors, directly informed the creation of Article 11 of the planning code. Article 11 
passed as part of the 1985 Downtown Plan, establishing conservation districts throughout 
downtown and introducing innovative new preservation methods. 
49
The Downtown Plan and Neighborhood Re-zoning  
During the late 1970s and early-1980s, the city faced the construction of modernist high-rises 
experiencing an increase in commercial office development following the tendencies of 1960s. 
With the appearance of skyscrapers, in many cases replacing historic buildings, it started a 
gentrification wave. There was a need for public pressure to stop what they considered a threat 
to the essential character of their city mounted; people feared that the office building 
construction would turn San Francisco into too much of a white-collar city, making it too 
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expensive for its long-time residents and subsequently eliminating its celebrated ethnic mix. 
This led to a “skyscraper revolt” where public pressure led the city to place strict planning 
restrictions on new high-rise developments.  
50
As a response to the pressure, the Planning Department, led by Dean Macris, initiated a major 
planning process in order limiting the growing business district, managing to pass the 
legislation in favor of the public realm, keeping high-rises out of neighborhoods like the 
Tenderloin, Chinatown and, North Beach:  
51
The key to the Downtown Plan’s many innovations was a move away from an 
older mindset within the planning field that cities should work to attract 
development at any cost. Instead, it proposed that the planners could leverage 
the developer’s interest to build in San Francisco to get them to provide public 
benefits including impact fees for transit, open space, and childcare as well as 
on-site public amenities such as public art and privately-owned public open 
spaces, or POPOS. 
52
The Downtown Plan was a victory for the historic preservation movement in the city, 
designating several buildings for preservation and creating the city’s Transferrable 
Development Right program. This program enabled property owners to transfer unused 
development potential from a preservation property to other properties in order to eventually be 
used on a development property to increase the gross allowable floor area above what would 
otherwise be allowed. The Downtown Plan ended up allowing growth within limits that 
preserved sunlight and also conserved important buildings for the city.  
53
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Although the plan was so radical in its restrictions on skyscraper development that it was 
impossible to think it was not even being proposed in any other major city, it was viewed by 
many San Francisco politicians as being too weak in restrictions. Paul Goldberger relates that,

One member of the city's Board of Supervisors, Harry Britt, accused Mayor 
Dianne Feinstein, a strong supporter of the plan, of ''doing what the Bank of 
America wants,'' and another, Richard Hongisto, said the plan so favored large-
scale construction that it should be renamed ''the Manhattan Plan.’' 
54
Predictably, the Downtown Plan did not end the high-rise debate—it led to more dissent. The 
public wasn’t confident that the proposed rules would modify rampant, indiscriminate 
construction; even the supervisors were worried that there would be indiscriminate 
construction just to satisfy private interests.  Activists saw in the plan  a huge change in the 55
morphology of the city with higher buildings and exchanging the value of the space for profit. 
This is why ballot measure PROP M became a key policy measure in 1986 to limit the amount 
of office space authorized by restricting the high-rise developments on an annual basis in the 
downtown and SoMa area, going against the “Manhattanization”  of San Francisco.
56
Dot Com Boom and Industrial Protection 
The dot-com boom, that happened during the late 1990s, brought back issues that the city had 
been struggling during the late 1970s and early 1980s. During this period, the redevelopments 
took another direction and moved away from downtown to the industrial areas of the city, 
largely in SoMa and the Mission, according to the Planning Commission,

Liberal zoning controls in industrial neighborhoods, exploitation of allowances 
for live-work buildings, and conversion of industrial buildings for office use 
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created a general concern around scattershot and unplanned growth, 
preservation of industrial lands, and gentrification and displacement of adjacent 
lower income communities and communities of color.  
57
By 1998, the Planning Commission started a dialogue about the amount of land needed for 
industrial uses in the future, having industrial protection zones, this opposed to what could be 
transitioned into mostly residential neighborhoods. 
58
The Eastern Neighborhoods program ended up giving enough controls to the authorities to 
protect the businesses in this areas. Even though the Eastern Neighborhoods process goal 
was to resolve this issue through zoning, there were communities affected by it, who asked 
that the effort had be expanded in order to affect them in a positive way improving quality of 
life and addressing growth. 
59
At the same time, there was a national trend to go back into what is called urban living, the 
planning and the building department tried do more neighborhood and local planning for areas 
that were well-served by transit and that meant new opportunities for housing. In some way, all 
the planning efforts from the late 1960s through the early 1990s had a focus on the city’s 
downtown core, limiting the growth and expansion of the neighborhood, in order to preserve 
them.  These plans changed the focus to find space in new mid-rise, transit-oriented mixed-60
use neighborhoods, to accommodate the increasing housing demand in better and, 
sustainable way.
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Between 2003 and 2012, new high-density neighborhoods next to the downtown area were 
planned. By the demolition of the Embarcadero Freeway and public investment for the 
Transbay Transit Center, a new Rincon Hill Plan and strategy for the adjacent Transbay district 
new ideas the southern side of downtown appeared, under the ideas of high-density housing 
located in tall towers and with active uses at the ground floor, like the Downtown Plan. 
61
In 2005, the Planning Department wanted to create the Rincon Hill and Transbay 
Redevelopment Plan to connect the residential area on Folsom Street to the major downtown 
area. The plan worked in a positive way for the residents, removing parking minimums and 
replacing them for parking maximums to reduce the use of cars by limiting the amount of 
available parking spots, also by removing residential density controls, and a minimum housing 
to commercial use ratio in order to have more residential buildings than commercial. 
62
By 2012, The Transit Center District Plan, moved the downtown skyline into a different 
geographic location based on the transit epicenter, there were new goals for the Downtown 
Plan’s in terms of quality of place in this dense hub, it also set a new way of to get value on 
projects, while generating important revenues on public infrastructure, including the Transbay 
Transit Center and a the Downtown Rail Extension in the future.   In addition to helping the 63
transport system for the whole Bay Area— as well as at a more local level—the benchmarks 
give space for real estate development by private investors. This can have different kind of 
impact on the city’s urban scape; remember, cities should be planned for people and not real 
estate investors, for the common good and not for the private interest.
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Analysis of Downtown Plan:  
The San Francisco Downtown Plan  relied on a number of different types of objectives and 64
policies to try to ensure the correct development of the area. The overall plan is too broad to 
discuss in depth, so for the sake of this Capstone, we will only consider the objectives related 
to shaping the public spaces in terms of zoning and urban design.

Zoning is the tool authorities use to set  requirements for the different spaces developers plan 
to build; it can be seen as a set of rules to follow. Urban design is the way to build the 
environment and the public space and can be seen as a tangible representation of the rules. 
The use value is the actual use of the built space and the way people interact with it—it is the 
value users have for that space.

The objectives are analyzed under the three parameters of zoning, urban design, and use value 
to get a sense of whether the Downtown Plan makes an effort to better public spaces; in this 
section the objectives to be analyzed are 9, 10 and 11, with all of the corresponding policies 
related to them divided in the different parameters.

For Objective 9 , the Downtown Plan  should aim to provide enough quality and quantity of 65 66
open space to meet the necessities of downtown residents, workers, and tourists.  
Open space might become a very important feature for downtowns, especially as the 
population increases. There must be enough projects that imply the activation and creation of 
public space, and for this, there is the need of both public and private sector. In the end, open 
space is essential to the downtown built environment.






According to Objective 10  of the Downtown Plan, every open space in the downtown area 67
has to be accessible and usable. The space has to be public and open for every user, as well 
as located within a certain distance to create a network of public spaces along the downtown 
area.

Objective 11  aims to give contrast and form to the downtown by deliberately treating open 68
space as an area in balance to the built environment.

The form of the built environment depends not only on buildings, but the space between them. 
On numerous occasions, this space is given by the streets and sidewalks that separate the 
buildings on either side. Within the grid of streets, properly designed open spaces, as indents 
or longer sections of blocks, give alleviation to a generally overwhelming street-wall structure. 

Open space is a fundamental component of the urban structure. Much of the time, it is the 
most recalled and recognized part of the urban scene. The open space in urban settings is 
reliant upon the built environment to outline, encase, and characterize the space. This sensitive 






“Require usable indoor and outdoor open space, accessible to the public, as part of new 
downtown development”. 
70
This policy requires new developments to guarantee accessible public space. Due to the 
limited downtown park space, new private developments should assist in meeting the demand 
for open spaces. According to the Downtown Plan, San Francisco's Planning Code currently 






requires that open space be provided to serve residential uses. Open space is obtained either 
by specifying a maximum lot coverage or by requiring that open area be provided at a certain 
ratio per dwelling unit, depending on the zoning district and density of development.  
71
It also should require that the formula to calculate the public space consider non-residents. 
The downtown sector is an area with the high amount of floating population, including tourists 
and workers, so the quantity has to be directly proportional to the amount of non-residential 
space in the area.

One of the situations around providing public spaces in San Francisco is that developers take 
advantage of having privately owned public open spaces (POPOS) that actually don’t 
guarantee full accessibility and use. Because they’re privately owned, these spaces don’t have 
the same restrictions and aren’t legally obligated to be open to everyone that wants to use it.

On the other side, Policy 9.1 aims to create protected outdoor areas. It requests that open 
spaces to be oriented in relation to adjacent development so that there will be direct sunlight 
during periods of high usage. It also requires barriers to deflect unpleasant winds. The policy is 




“Improve the usefulness of publicly owned rights-of-way as open spaces.” 
73
Recreation and open space use of public realm should be expanded, impulse, and enhanced. 
The Market Street Beautification Project, for example, was used to develop portions of the 
street into plazas with sitting areas. This created a more active use of the public space and in 
the interconnection between them.






In another example, lightly used streets and alleyways could be converted into lunchtime malls 
where dining could be moved into the street area. Where conditions permit, certain blocks 
might be converted into permanent plaza or park space . A clear example is Yerba Buena Ln, 74
an active public space of pedestrian transit connecting not only two streets—Market and 
Mission—but also different kinds of uses, from the Yerba Buena Gardens to several cultural 





“Develop an open space system that gives every person living and working downtown access 
to a sizable sunlit open space within a convenient walking distance.”  
76
It is important to think about the public spaces and their locations in order to meet the needs of 
the residents and non-residents of the downtown area. Proximity to the user is an important 
factor in the spaces’ frequency of use, as well as having  an adequate public space ratio within 
the overall area. The average distance between a user and a park or plaza is approximately 900 
feet, which may be too far to be accessible for some users. On the other hand, this length may 
also limit the overall number of public spaces within downtown by creating an area deficient in 









Fig. 1: 1985 Major open spaces in the Downtown Area of San Francisco 
77





“Keep open space facilities available to the public.” 
79
All public spaces at ground level—such as parks, plazas, snippets, and sitting areas—should 
be accessible from the public sidewalk and should always be open to the public, at a 
minimum, during daylight hours. 
80
On the other hand, POPOS require entry through the building, so they don’t actually comply 
with the desired ground-level policy. POPOS are usually only open during set, limited business 






“Provide different kinds of open space downtown.” 
82
Having different kinds of spaces can ensure that  a variety of recreation, uses, and public 
space experiences are available to the diversity of population that uses the space. They might 
take the form of fully outdoor spaces, such as a sun and view terrace, landscaped garden, 
plaza, or park. They may also include "snippets" of open spaces— small, sunlit spaces 
designed to accommodate sitting—such as edges and niches at the base of a building. An 
attractively landscaped greenhouse structure is desirable in areas where the alternative is a 
shady, windy plaza. 
83








It is interesting that the way they propose under designing public semi-enclosed or enclosed 
spaces, such as POPOS, to complement the outdoor spaces and carry the idea of a public 
space into the interior of buildings. While the plan, expose them as places to relax, and gather 
around in pleasant, park-like surroundings when rainy, foggy and windy weather prevent the 
use of parks and plazas , the real use of them is reduced, while most of them have 84
restrictions, they are not also an area particularly designed as a space of staying. 

In this case, it is good that the plan considers these interior spaces as indoor gardens and 
parks, but it’s a bit tricky, because they become separated areas from the circulation space for 
shoppers or pedestrians. The subsequent use of indoor parks becomes limited, as they can 
only be used only by people who know that they exist.

In the end, the design of these spaces should consider the needs of various population groups, 
and the presence of indoor and outdoor public spaces must actually respond to different users, 
such as residents and non-residents. Outdoor areas like parks are more democratic public 
spaces, and while POPOS are not democratic, they are useful in their own way. In the end 
public spaces should be made for all of the different users, from those who desire a quiet 




“Give priority to development of two categories of highly valued open space; sunlit plazas and 
parks.” 
86
Even the Plan seeks to provide ground level plazas and parks that benefits the most people in 
direct relationship with the space, which differs from POPOS located in the roof of buildings. It 
seems to be hard to design sunlit parks or plazas due to the lack of space in the downtown 





area available for this purpose. If developed according to guidelines for access, sunlight 
design, facilities, and use, these spaces will join existing places including Justin Herman Plaza, 





“Provide a variety of seating arrangements in open spaces throughout downtown.” 
88
There is a direct relationship between the use of space and the amount of sitting space 
provided, so in order to have an active and highly used public space, there must be enough 
and varied kinds of sitting accommodations. The policy acts in a way of designing seating 
spaces in direct relationship to the size of the public space, which is another point where 
POPOS don’t comply with the regulations.

The policy by itself is very broad in how and where the seating spaces should be. In order to be 
useful for all the users, there might be zones in the sun and in shaded areas, accommodating 
people in groups as well in more individual areas. It is also good that the policy tries to be 
homogeneous in the type of sitting space. Conventional bench-type seating, steps, ledges, 




“Encourage the creation of new spaces that become part of an interconnected pedestrian 
network.” 
90






Every individual part of an open space system should be linked by an overall downtown 
pedestrian network. In this case, it’s important to design every future sidewalk, arcades, 




“Provide open space that is clearly visible and easily reached from the street or pedestrian 
way.” 
92
Public spaces should be accessible, visible, and generally be at or near grade level to facilitate 
use. Plazas and parks more than three feet above or below grade are less inviting, and as a 
result, are less frequently used. Any plaza or park not at street level should be connected to the 
street system by wide, visible, and inviting stairways or ramps. 
93
Under the concepts of urban design seen in 101 Things I Learned in Urban Design School,  94
the public open space lacks accessibility when it is not easily reached from the street level. 
While what the policy aims for seems to be correct, efforts to have terraces located on upper 
levels or on top of buildings cannot be considered part of a public urban space because they 




“Address the need for human comfort in the design of open spaces by minimizing wind and 
maximizing sunshine.” 
96




 Frederick, Matthew. 101 Things I Learned in Urban Design School. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2018.94




This policy is not clear in how specific planning decisions can affect the comfort of public 
spaces, but it does offer something that should definitely  be addressed, as there is a direct 
relationship between individual comfort within and the usability of the public space; implanting 
design strategies that minimize wind and maximize sunshine in a place like downtown San 




“Place and arrange open space to complement and structure the urban form by creating 
distinct openings in the otherwise dominant streetwall form of downtown.” 
98
In order to have a better use of the space, the policy serves to create an opening through the 
traditional form of downtown San Francisco. If continuous vertical facades straight from the 
sidewalk edge have occasional openings, like parks or building setbacks, in this pattern, it  can 
change the pedestrian experience into a more diverse and dynamic one.

The arrangement of open space ought to be accomplished through conscious worry for the 





“Introduce elements of the natural environment in open space to contrast with the built-up 
environment.” 
100
The policy requires only some spaces to have grass, shrubs, trees, and soft surface areas with 
a few paths and benches, while others may provide just a few plants, trees, and a fountain in 
an otherwise hard-surface plaza. Nonetheless, all open spaces should give some contrast of 






the natural environment to the built environment of streets and buildings. The natural elements 
not only serve as a contrast in the view, but they are also helpful in creating a more sheltered 
area. There must be trees and soft surface areas in almost every public open space.

Use Value 
According to the Objective 9 there should be of a variety of public spaces for the different 
users of the downtown sector. The problem is that developments continue to be built, but 
public leisure spaces aren’t being developed at the same rate is or proportionate to real estate 
developments. Moreover, if we analyze the moment when the most important public spaces in 
downtown San Francisco were developed, we find that none of them were part of the most 
contemporary development and instead date back to previous times of the city.

What typically happens in the downtown sector is that private investors propose within their 
buildings to generate public spaces, such as the POPOS already mentioned above, that do not 
serve a function for the users of the sector, in addition to not being purely public. From the 
moment of its conception it is privately operated, which generates restriction in its use.

To a large extent the use of public spaces is reduced to a smaller number of these, especially 
those that are able to cover important amount of people, as well as demographically the 
downtown sector have so much variety, that clusters of different types of people are generated 
in the public spaces, to mention for example, the Yerba Buena Gardens, work different from 
Union Square or Civic Center, only by the fact of the users of the space, being for the user, a 
space of better quality in terms of comfort.

Objective 10  seeks to ensure that public spaces are accessible and usable. With this in mind, 
it’s important to consider just how accessible—if at all—recently developed public spaces 
actually are. Due to the shape that the city has taken in relation to buildings and developments, 
most of these newly developed spaces are POPOS, which are neither truly accessible nor truly 
usable. The overall design is often restricted to the remnants of open space left over from the 
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planned building or development’s primary use and not an intentional, prioritized design in 
itself.  Moreover, the space is primarily designed for the use of the building’s traffic rather than 
for the use of the pedestrian or the external user.

Overall accessibility to public spaces is, in great part, reduced as a result of how they are 
developed and located in places that are not visible from the street. In this example, the 
proposed user must  search for a pleasant space of stay and use, rather than understand it as 
an intuitive use of the public space—this type of space must be universally understood in its 
use and form in order for a user to simply arrive at it and use it.

Objective 11 is directly related to the previous objectives, because it establishes the need to 
generate a contrast between built and non-built parts in the city, having public spaces as a 
counterpoint to the built environment. This, to a great extent, is not currently fulfilled in the 
downtown area as a great portion of the sector’s emptiness is allocated for streets and 
sidewalks; although these are for pedestrian use, they are often an insufficient contrast to the 
built spaces.

There is an overall lack of outdoor public spaces. Moreover, the proliferation of indoor spaces 
such as POPOS, does not allow the counterpoint and balance between outdoor public space 
and buildings. Although there are some spaces of great magnitude, such as Yerba Buena 
Gardens, that serve as a pause within the vortex of the sector, it is only for its adjacent area. 
Because there is no major impact outside of this immediate area, the average user often 
interprets these public spaces as islands within the city. Even though there are large squares or 
boulevards, the comfort of space is often relegated to a second order of importance—as in the 




In this section there’s going to be an analysis of the three main public spaces in the downtown 
area: Union Square, Yerba Buena Gardens, and Civic Center and UN Plaza. They each respond 
to different situations of use, scale, and demographics, which is useful to understand in order 
to contrast and compare how public spaces function within the sector.

For the purpose of this capstone, it is necessary to analyze the current use of spaces and how 
they respond to their context, as well as to the proposed use and whether this is fulfilled. This 
is also related to the comfort in the space and whether it has any relationship with the actual 
human use—for example, if it functions a staying space or whether it merely serves as an 
interconnecting one. Undoubtedly, each space has a different character that responds 
differently to the same variable, so it is necessary to understand the function of each in context 
and, to a better extent, how they are interrelated and form part of the urban fabric without 
losing its character.

The method used for the spatial studies was a field analysis of the three public spaces 
mentioned above. I visited each space at least 10 times across different days of the week and 
at different times of the day. The days chosen were Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday, 
and the time frames were between 10 a.m. and noon, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., and 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 

This amount of data was enough to provide an overview analysis of the situation in each space 
and how differently they work along zoning, urban design, and demographic values. This is key 
to revealing and understanding the use value of the space. All of this data was visualized on 
different scale maps of the public space that show how people relate to the space, the function 
of circulation and staying spaces, and the way people use the space and give it its overall 
value in use and context. 

Finally on every space there were circulations and concentrations of people, and every one of 
them relates to a certain use of the space, then in the maps and the studies it’s possible to see 
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how the zoning strategies and the urban design of the space, can shape the way people use it, 
even though as we can see in the analysis, each space works along a use, and in the end it’s 
the people who defines an actual use of the space, no matter the design of it.

Union Square, which is established as a public space of medium scale in the downtown 
fabric, is within a primarily retail context located in a commercial and tourist sector, with little 
mixture of use. It is surrounded mainly by streets of high circulation of automobiles due to their 
land use strategies. Its demography responds mainly to a high floating population given by the 
presence of tourists and people who go merely with the commercial purpose of the district. 
This has implications on the way in which pedestrian traffic is within the place, where—despite 
efforts such as Maiden Lane. to generate pedestrian connectors—they are not of greater use 
and circulation because the commerce is established more by streets of greater importance. 
This has also affected the actual use that the public space has.

Although the proposed use of public space establishes a good balance between staying and 
circulation spaces—also as a gap between the built environment, but predominantly as a 
concrete plaza with an esplanade of free circulation—it in a way delimits the current use of the 
space. It has some comfort zones for the user, but it is primarily used as a space of transit 
between different shops and shopping zones such as Powell Street. The use of public space is 
subordinated to its context and not to the primary use of space for people as a place of 
recreation and stay, but rather to pedestrian traffic.

At Union square there is a clear motivation on the space to be a transit space, rather than a 
staying one. Under the premise of the reflection of a more contemporary concept of cities 
based on the capital, there is this motivation to generate a public space in which Union Square, 
is in its own form is more a transit space between attraction points rather than a congregation 
area, Which responds to the zoning laws and land use patterns of the area. In the same sense, 
the great commercial activity in the sector around the square work as an anchor point within 
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the urban scape itself. Finally this public space is transformed into a void within the urban 
fabric.

In the projection image of the study (see Fig.2) it can be seen how the gathering spaces of 
people are reduced to a minimum and what mostly exists are flows of people between the 
places of attraction around Union Square, which in this particular case responds to the specific 
character of the sector, where it is finally how land use defines the use value of this certain 
public space. In this way, the image shows how gathering spaces are seen in the background, 
while pedestrian traffic responds to the freedom of flow in space and does not connect with 
the existing pedestrian roads in the sector.

Fig. 2: Union Square aerial view, modified with the spatial study of the use of space.  
101
 Cabello, Joaquin, “Union Square, San Francisco, CA” Map. Google Maps. Google, 05 May 2019. Web. 05 May 101
2019.
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Yerba Buena Gardens presents the complete opposite situation. Because it is established 
more as a public space inserted in a complex with different activities, its perception of scale is 
of a much larger space—which is related to the context in which it is inserted—with a much 
better mixture of uses. It contains cultural activity as a result of the museums, retail, and offices 
in its proximity, which makes the place much richer demographically; there are different types 
of users at different times of day—from tourists and workers to residents—who use the space 
in different ways.

Because they are in a space in which many pedestrian flows converge, pedestrian end streets 
such as Yerba Buena Lane, which connects Market and Mission streets, and Yerba Buena 
Gardens are highly used. This makes the place work as a node of public space and not merely 
as a park. Within that same relationship, it is worth noting that the proposed use for Yerba 
Buena Gardens does not differ too much from the current use of space: to be a space with 
multiple uses, with comfort determined by the needs of the users and the different activities 
within it. It is finally a public space of successful use, demonstrating Jane Jacobs's belief that 
the success of a place occurs when there are mixed use spaces.

The Yerba Buena Gardens actual use of the space is clearly defined by the multiple land use 
patterns that surrounds it, including also the way the space is designed because it helps the 
differentiation of each are in the whole park, so it can be examined that the success of the 
space it is not only defined by the mixed land use around the public space, it is also because 
the space is designed in a way to have different kind of use depending on the area how the 
public space and how it relates to the surroundings.

In the projection image of the study (see Fig.3) it can be seen how the main public space, in 
this case the Yerba Buena Gardens, concentrate different subareas, noting that there is a 
balance between people flows and gathering spaces, with the pedestrian traffic somehow 
defining by those paths the areas for permanence along the public space. It can be seen that 
the pedestrian traffic and paths flow in a more organic way, also relating to the pedestrian 
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roads that exist in the area and connect the space with the urban pattern. The case of the 
Yerba Buena Gardens is a good case to understand how a public space is more than itself as a 
void within a city, it relates to the museums and retail in their immediate urban scape, and also 
creates a projection of the space along a more expansive urban area, while also works at itself 




Fig. 3: Yerba Buena Gardens aerial view, modified with the spatial study of the use of space.  
102
 Cabello, Joaquin, “Yerba Buena Gardens, San Francisco, CA” Map. Google Maps. Google, 05 May 2019. Web. 102
05 May 2019.
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Civic Center and the UN Plaza have a unique character in terms of being a public space. It is 
placed under a major context, around the Civic Center station, therefore its scale seems to be 
different depending on how it is visually perceived. The civic and entertainment complex close 
to City Hall and the boulevard that visually connects with the building are on what is often 
perceived to be the larger side. UN Plaza, on the other side, is often perceived to be a smaller 
portion of this major place— even though it is the most used section of this public space. 
Demographically, it is striking that greater use of space is not given by users or residents of the 
buildings around it, but by minority communities, as seen in the presence of a high number of 
homeless people and significant number of floating population from Civic Center BART Station. 
These users mostly traffic pedestrian streets in the sector, including the UN Plaza boulevard 
and the short pedestrian section of Leavenworth Street.

In terms of the proposed use, UN Plaza is a space more of circulation than of stay or 
permanence. Its main purpose is to connect visually great landmarks, such as City Hall, to 
Market Street. Comfort is reduced to perhaps a minimal expression, which contrasts with the 
current use of the place: a place of daily stay for a significant number of homeless people, 
rather than a place of only transit or even use for people who work in the surrounding areas.

The UN Plaza is a totally different situation, because the demographics and the variety of 
people that uses the space is broad and that because of this, the actual use of the space is not 
narrowed into one main use. While the space might be designed according to the needs of 
zoning and land use patters of the surroundings, the study shows that there are two main 
trends of users and use, users that follow the pedestrian paths and users that despite of not 
having a space designed for them, they reclaim it as their own space in the city.

This can be seen in the projection image of the study (see Fig.4) in how the UN Plaza, because 
the gathering spaces and the pedestrian traffic intersects and give the space its actual use, a 
multipurpose space, even if it was not designed to be that way, people that frequent this public 
space tend to concentrate in big portions of the space, taking also part of the pedestrian 
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roads, which makes the places not as comfortable as it should be for pedestrian traffic, but in 
the end, this happens when the design of a public space, doesn’t follow the needs of the users 
of it. The UN Plaza might be a unique case on how the efforts of authorities on trying to make a 
public space as the pedestrian boulevard it is proposed, but being the complete opposite 




Fig. 4: UN Plaza aerial view, modified with the spatial study of the use of space.  
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Public spaces in the end, are conjugated in different ways according to their positioning, use, 
the people who inhabit them, and the scale to which they respond—but they all converge 
within the same urban fabric that ultimately belong to the same place. The different factors that 
make up a public space determine in the use of it, and so we see that—despite any similarities 
that result from being in the same neighborhood or area—each of these large public spaces 
has unique characteristics that affect their daily use and are ultimately governed, not only by 
the proposed use, but by the value of the actual use.

Conclusion 
In conclusion, zoning tools, land use strategies, and urban design should be instruments to 
support the process of shaping the city in compliance with the policies that govern the territory 
with the ultimate goal of promoting a better quality of life for people. Zoning tools and urban 
design do have an impact on people and the use of public space in the urban cores; how 
people perceive and relate to a space often depends on the way it is planned using these 
methods. If the actual use of space deviates from its intended use, it’s likely due to a 
disconnect in the planning process. In the end, the way people actually use—or choose not to 
use—a space is a reflection of its true value.   

Every city has its own urban dynamics that will continue to evolve as time wears on. Embracing 
these changes and taking them into account during planning is necessary to effect real social 
change within urban scapes. Not only can creating spaces truly built for the people have a 
lasting impact on individual users within the area, it sets a precedent for future development 
and growth within the city as a whole.

The case of downtown San Francisco is outstanding in scope;  although there was a time when 
planning decisions were mostly made in response to private interests, the push for community-
driven design is gradually taking shape. This is demonstrated in the demographically and 
morphologically diverse study area: Each open space highlights key differences in zoning and 





City dynamics have the opportunity—intentional and unintentional—to have a direct impact on 
the people who populate it. City planners must acknowledge the fact that every decision made 
in the urban core will affect the city as a whole, as well as how it interrelates to other cities. 
Zoning laws, land use, and urbanism have to work together toward a common goal: making 
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